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SOUTH
JCT 3/4 MILE
Type C Laminated Wood Box Beam
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6 ft

30° x 30°

G66-15

Edge of sidewalk

#05

6 ft

30° x 30°

G66-15

NOTES:
This sheet shows post selection examples.
Sign panel legend must concur to traffic manual.
For more detail see Standard Plans RS thru RS4.

For panel plans and specifications, refer to the
Standard Plans sheets 58 thru 59.

CODE | PAGE NO. | SIGN NO. | SIGN SIZE | "L" | "E" | "S" | POSTS OR POLES | WOOD POSTS | LAMINATED WOOD BOX POST
|------|---------|----------|----------|-----|-----|-----|----------------|-------------|------------------------
| G8-S | ①      | 10'-6"  | 30°      | 7'-0" | 6'-0" | 6'-0" | 15'-0" | 35'-6" | 
| G8-SS | ②      | 10'-0"  | 54°      | 5'-0" | 6'-0" | 17'-0" | 17'-0" | ① ② ③ | 
| G8-T | ③      | 10'-0"  | 54°      | 6'-0" | 5'-0" | 17'-0" | 17'-0" | ① ② ③ | 
| G66-15 | ④      | 12'-6"  | 30°      | 7'-0" | 6'-0" | 13'-0" | ④ ⑤ | ① ② ③ | 
| G83-1 | ⑤      | 13'-0"  | 72°      | 7'-0" | 6'-0" | 23'-0" | 25'-0" | ① ② ③ | 
| G83-1 | ⑥      | 15'-0"  | 72°      | 7'-0" | 8'-0" | 23'-0" | 25'-0" | ① ② ③ |